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[Marks : 40]
Sparrow was the first bird I was introduced to.

As a child I’d keep watching them after my school
hours as they took dust baths. They roosted in places
like small bushes around. Later the roads were
cut off. Grounds where these sparrows used to play
were placed with tiles. Soon, the birds left our
area. I fear that the coming generations will be
introduced to sparrows through photos only.

There is a sparrow which has been nesting in
my house for the past three-four years. I would be
surprised to find the sparrow waiting for me when
I come back from work, around 8–8.30 pm. The
sparrow would follow me around the house, to the
kitchen where I would feed it – I know it doesn’t
understand our language, but there’s this
understanding that I felt with the sparrow.
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In my old house in Naikwada, sparrows would
come to our dining table when we would sit to eat.
The chirpy little fellows would try and steal rice
against from my plate. I haven’t seen or
experienced that in the past 10 years. I miss
that;

How to attract sparrows to your house. The
simplest way is to put water feeders in your
balcony, or around your house. Just place
terracotta tray, not too deep, filled with water,
saya Vishwajeet.

Put some grains like jowar, bajra, wheat, etc.
Sparrows love feeding on grains.

Plant more trees, ‘Fruiting trees attract many
birds’, says Vishwajeet suggesting that the mulberry
tree is the best bet. ‘One can also grow drumaticks
or singapore cherry’, he adds. It is only for the
breeding period that the birds make a nest. Once the
little once (the chicks) are able enough to fly,
they leave the nest.


